Try these retellings of the classic story, *The Princess and the Pea* set in unique place, told from a new point of view or have some kind of fun twist.

More books to try at home:

Try these retellings of the classic story, *The Princess and the Pea* set in unique place, told from a new point of view or have some kind of fun twist.

**Here are some activities the whole family can do together:**

* Make a Paper crown: Cut out a crown from paper. Decorate with split peas, green pom poms or other green jewels.

* Play a game: Put several pillows on the floor and hide a "pea" (golf ball or other small ball) under one. Take turns sitting on pillows to figure out which pillow the pea is under.

* Sculpt your own peas: Use green playdough to create peas of different sizes.

* Paint your own peas: Use a cork and green paint to create a page full of peas.